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Song and artist wheel of fortune
Image: urbazon / E+ / Getty Images Are you on a "Stairway to Heaven" or a "Highway to Hell"?There is no denying that the '70s was one of the most influential decades in the recent history of music. In fact, many industry experts and critics consider this decade to be the "decade of disco." While the disco genre reared its head in the late '60s, it
wasn't until the early '70s that it truly began to get to its feet and hit the dance floor. Artists like Donna Summer (the Queen of Disco) and groups like the Bee Gees experienced great success. However, disco wasn't the only thing that was big during this time. Rock and roll was still going strong and strutting its stuff on the charts, and heavy metal
gained even more legitimacy during this time. In this quiz we've taken a look at some of the biggest names from one of the biggest decades in music and then selected a handful of the most iconic songs that we could find. From Elton John to Bob Marley, Black Sabbath to Stevie Wonder, this quiz has it all! So are you down with the cool cats? Then let's
jump right into this funkadelic quiz and get started! TRIVIA Can You Name The Original Song If We Give You the KIDZ BOP Lyrics? 7 Minute Quiz 7 Min TRIVIA Can You Name the ’70s TV Show From Its Theme Song Lyrics? 7 Minute Quiz 7 Min TRIVIA HARD Can You Complete the Song Lyrics From the Osmonds and the Partridge Family? 7 Minute
Quiz 7 Min PERSONALITY Which Thrash Metal Song Is Really Your Theme Song? 6 Minute Quiz 6 Min TRIVIA Calling All '70s Music Rock Stars and Fans! This Quiz is for YOU! 6 Minute Quiz 6 Min TRIVIA MEDIUM Is This Song Lyric From The Monkees or the Beatles? 6 Minute Quiz 6 Min TRIVIA Can You Name These Male ’70s Bands and Artists
From an Image? 7 Minute Quiz 7 Min PERSONALITY It's All About "ME!" But Which Taylor Swift Song Are YOU? 5 Minute Quiz 5 Min TRIVIA Can You Name These ’70s Singer-Songwriters? 7 Minute Quiz 7 Min TRIVIA Can You Match the Canadian Musical Artist to Their Song? 6 Minute Quiz 6 Min How much do you know about dinosaurs? What is
an octane rating? And how do you use a proper noun? Lucky for you, HowStuffWorks Play is here to help. Our award-winning website offers reliable, easy-to-understand explanations about how the world works. From fun quizzes that bring joy to your day, to compelling photography and fascinating lists, HowStuffWorks Play offers something for
everyone. Sometimes we explain how stuff works, other times, we ask you, but we’re always exploring in the name of fun! Because learning is fun, so stick with us! Playing quizzes is free! We send trivia questions and personality tests every week to your inbox. By clicking "Sign Up" you are agreeing to our privacy policy and confirming that you are 13
years old or over. Copyright © 2021 InfoSpace Holdings, LLC, a System1 Company There are a lot of television game shows in syndication, and all of them have something special to offer. From special formatting to unique, personable hosts, many viewers have their own favorite game show, one that they religiously tune into whenever they can. Two
of the most popular game shows on television are Jeopardy! and Wheel of Fortune. Both of these shows have been around for decades, and are considered to be two of the most influential shows of all time. When did ‘Jeopardy!’ debut? Alex Trebek | Frederick M. Brown/Getty Images Jeopardy! was originally created by television genius Merv Griffin.
The show first premiered in a daytime format in 1964, but it was bound to go through many iterations over the years. Jeopardy! underwent the first major format change in 1975, when it switched to nighttime syndication, and then again in 1978. The year 1984 is when the version of Jeopardy! that most fans are familiar with first premiered, with Alex
Trebek assuming the hosting duties. Trebek himself, a Canadian-American broadcasting personality, has become nearly as iconic as the show and has been spoofed many times by comedians and television stars. Even after undergoing a major health crisis in early 2019, Trebek has remained at the helm of Jeopardy! and has not announced any
planned retirement. Still, when Trebek does eventually relinquish hosting duties to someone else, it seems likely that Jeopardy! will remain as popular as ever — after all, the show has already weathered many storms in the past. ‘Wheel of Fortune’ is an audience favorite RELATED: ‘Jeopardy!’: ‘Wheel of Fortune’ Host Pat Sajak Is Superior to Alex
Trebek In a Record-Shattering Way Wheel of Fortune isn’t quite as old as Jeopardy! but it is no less iconic. The show premiered in 1975, Also created by Merv Griffin, Wheel of Fortune features one colorful piece of iconography that, from the start, distinguished it from other game shows — a large prize wheel. Designed to allow contestants to win
cash and other prizes by solving word puzzles, Wheel of Fortune has been hosted by Pat Sajak since 1981. A former weatherman, Sajak has become entwined with the show in a way that few other hosts have — with the possible exception of Jeopardy! host Alex Trebek. With Vanna White as his co-hosts, Sajak has earned the distinction of being the
longest-running host of any game show. Even though he is at retirement age, Sajak continues to soldier on, hosting the show that has made him a star. There’s no doubt that Wheel of Fortune is truly a piece of pop culture history — even without Pat Sajak’s irrepressible presence. Which game show is more difficult? There’s no doubt that appearing
on television to compete in any capacity can be challenging. However, when it comes to the most difficult TV game show, it does appear that there is a clear winner. While Wheel of Fortune relies on word puzzles, which can, by and large, be solved by anyone, Jeopardy! contestants must answer difficult trivia questions in order to advance. Not only
must contestants know the correct answers, but they have to follow the specific format required by the show — which, according to past Jeopardy! contestants, can be very challenging indeed. There is a benefit to the fact that Jeopardy! is the more challenging game show. According to many critics and fans, watching the show can actually be a very
educational experience. Still, even if Jeopardy! is the more difficult show, Wheel of Fortune isn’t in danger of losing viewers anytime soon. Both shows continuously rank as television’s most popular game shows, and are likely not going anywhere anytime soon. Success is different for everyone. Some need success in life, work, relationships, or any
other spectrum of life. Some shared similarities exist between successful individuals. What one person views as success, another may not. What is important is that you are satisfied with whatever you have.There are ways you can spin your life as successful as the Wheel of Fortune. These winning strategies show you how to achieve success with every
spin. 1. Learn to prioritize things that are importantLearning to prioritize important things can help you figure out what you need to focus on. Do not focus or concentrate on everything in life. There is no possible way you can do everything. You have to be aware that we are all humans. In this case, we have restrictions that sometimes cannot be
obliterated.There is no way we can possibly do absolutely everything. We do not have eight heads, minds, or ears. We have two hands, one mind, two legs, that we can use. So, utilize them. Know what your priorities are. If you think you can get by without achieving something or doing something, leave it for some later time. Some activities or tasks
hold more significant value than others. You need to see where each things fit, so it makes it easier on your part.Success is dependent on you, as well as circumstances. Create a coalition amongst the two. If you do your part, then nature will have to do its part. The second part always comes, sometimes our part is the hard one. 2. Be ConfidentBeing
confident in your true skin can makes a big difference in obtaining success. How will others see the spark inside you, if you cannot see it yourself? In this case, you must be confident that you are special and there is no one out there like you.You have to believe it and walk alongside who you are. Never lose self-confidence. Believing in yourself can
take you from rags to riches. I know because I have lost my confidence in ways unimaginable. However, now that I have regained it, I feel better than ever. I feel like a new person. I think that even if I am defeated, I can take it, and still be happy. There is no need to be angry or sad at yourself. Confidence, believing in yourself, and loving yourself are
truly remarkable traits that a person must have, especially to be successful in today’s day and age. Remember that! Never let it leave your mind. It is something you should always hold close to your heart. This is something that no one can snatch away from you if you hold on to it with your dear life. It is impeccable, and it will make you go a long
way.3. PersevereNo matter how hard the times are, you need to persevere. As badly as it hurts, as much as it drains the energy out of you… you need to do it for yourself. If we can boggle ourselves down, then we can do the opposite by wiping the dust off our feet also. All that needs to be done is redirecting the mind in a positive flow. If this is done,
then half the work is also done. Never give up! This is the mantra you should repeat to yourself each day, whether things are going your way or not. We don’t know what will happen tomorrow. We only have control over ourselves and how we handle situations.Make perseverance your fuel. Don’t expect others to boost you up. You must find ways to do
it yourself. It can be listening to inspirational music, reading books, or having a role model. Whatever it is, discovering this amazing ability will drive you in your pursuit for success. Only recently garnering the attention given to '60s soul brethren like Stax-Volt, Deep Soul, and Southern Soul, the genre known now as New Orleans Soul is in actuality a
strange hybrid only somewhat akin to the churchy style usually associated with soul music. Pioneered largely by singer-songwriter-producer Allen Toussaint around 1960, New Orleans Soul was a piano-driven pop-soul built around the boogie-woogie style popularized in the postwar Crescent City. Unlike earlier R&B, however, this genre used bedrocksimple pop structures and rhythms strongly influenced by the "second line" and "parade" beats common to the city. The area's strong Caribbean influence, as well as the Latin music fad of the early '60s, also spurred New Orleans musicians to include more exotic beats and rhythms. Typically, few guitars were present; New Orleans Soul songs were
driven by piano and sax (sometimes horn sections made entirely or largely of saxophones), and often featured no-nonsense lyrics, fat midtempo rhythms, and an angelic female voice or two in the background -- possibly a nod to the influence of Atlantic's ever-present backing choir, though simpler and grittier. Although the genre produced about two
dozen national hits, its impact was at first largely regional; perhaps no other Sixties musical scene contains so many unrecognized gems that never made it out of the city. Yet the influence of New Orleans Soul is hard to underestimate. It's been cited by Memphis musicians as a key ingredient in the development of that city's brand of soul. Mod and
Northern Soul aficionados also cite the style as a primary one; British Invasion bands routinely covered the genre's obscurities. And around 1965, Toussaint moved to a harder, slower version of the genre, essentially midwifing the birth of funk. Also Known As: Southern Soul "Mother-In-Law," Ernie K-Doe: The classic formula arrives for real: originally
a much faster sort of jump blues, this sad-sack near-novelty was slowed down to a parade beat speed, allowing the piano-and-drums groove to breathe. "It's Raining," Irma Thomas: New Orleans Soul ballads came no sadder or more real than those by the "Queen of New Orleans Soul" -- her productions with Allen Toussaint were as elegant as they
were heartbreaking. "Ya Ya," Lee Dorsey: Dorsey had an unusual, lisping style, and a real knack for finding the humor in the blues; his anguished gasp in the intro is priceless. Like a lot of New Orleans Soul songs, the groove repeats itself to near-insanity. "I Like It Like That," Chris Kenner: A big hit among the Brits for whatever reason, this invitation
to a wild night out was colorful in its description of a mythical club that had few rules ("The last time I was down they lost my shoes"). "Barefootin'," Robert Parker: A dance that's less of a dance than a state of mind (or foot), this smash had a definite proto-Stax feel to it and a stronger-than-usual blues influence. "Fortune Teller," Benny Spellman:
Toussaint's witty way with a song was obvious on this, the other well-known track by the basso profundo who provided the hook on "Mother-In-Law" ("Lipstick Traces" being the other). The most Latin of the New Orleans Soul hits and a very popular number with the Mods -- the Who did an early cover. "Ooh Poo Pah Doo (Pts. 1 & 2)," Jessie Hill: The
Who also covered this nonsense number in their very first gig caught on film, and it shows how well this song filled the dance floor. Although the words are so oblique as to be meaningless. "All These Things," Art Neville: Aaron's brother in the Nevilles only had one big hit of his own, but it was a real belly-rubber, as they say, a tender ballad so
sensitive it was almost creepy ("When you were ten minutes late I started to cry"). "I Know," Barbara George: Barbara only had one success, nationally and locally, but it was tough enough to get the attention of Sam Cooke, who slipped it into the request list of his own "Having a Party." "There Is Something On Your Mind (Pts. 1 & 2)," Bobby
Marchan: A murder ballad to end all murder ballads, shedding light on the city's uncomfortable penchant for domestic violence. You want drama? Stick around, you'll get drama. Rockabilly was of the major forces behind the creation of rock and roll—along with urban R&B, jump blues, and the vocal group phenomenon. It remains the most primitive
White rock & roll of its time. Rockabilly was the rural White artist's response to blues music, a style which developed naturally as "race," or blues records, began to sell across the South. An even bigger factor in the development of the style was the modern radio station, which had begun to switch to more music in order to keep pace with television:
as a result, blues, R&B, and gospel began to be heard often in rural White (i.e., "hillbilly") areas it had seldom reached before. The result was a mixture of postwar "rural" styles, namely Western Swing and Country Boogie, with recent developments in Black music. Elvis Presley brought fame to the style (although he had, from the beginning, worked in
a number of genres), but Sun Records in Memphis had already been recording rockabilly records by the time he showed up to perfect the fusion in 1954. The typical rockabilly song featured a swinging beat heavily influenced by African-American postwar styles, but with country instrumentation, a simpler, cheaper, pared-down version of Western
Swing's big-band orchestration featuring a slap bass, electric guitars, acoustic rhythm, and only occasionally drums or piano. The vocals, typically, split the difference between the two. Although the style fell off the national charts as rock became more mainstream, it never really died, morphing itself into any number of self-explanatory genres each
bearing the surname "-billy" ("punkabilly," "gothabilly," and the more alternative-leaning "psychobilly"). As a clothing style and a look, however, rockabilly has also survived, serving much the same function to America that the "teddy boy" movement has for the UK. Carl Perkins, "Blue Suede Shoes" More or less the rockabilly national anthem, both in
style and substance, an ode to looking sharp while staying country, and the song that made Sam Phillips think Carl could be another Elvis. Elvis Presley, "Baby, Let's Play House" A hyped-up riff on an old rickety Excell blues, naturally one of the sexier rockabilly numbers and outfitted with playful stuttering and a pink Cadillac that may or may not be a
metaphor. Johnny Burnette and the Rock 'N' Roll Trio, "The Train Kept A-Rollin'" Rockabilly's greatest band was the original power trio, tearing up old blues and country so hard that everyone from Aerosmith to Zeppelin used this song to set the bar for themselves. Gene Vincent and His Blue Caps, "Race With The Devil" Gene was best known as the
"Be-Bop-A-Lula" guy, but his recorded output is wilder and more accomplished than even that smash. Eddie Cochran, "Twenty Flight Rock" A classic about a broken elevator and a worn-out libido, saved from corn by the sheer attack of Cochran's approach. Jerry Lee Lewis, "Breathless" The Killer's last hit before he nearly lost it all is fully the equal of
"Whole Lotta Shakin' Going On" and "Great Balls of Fire," leering and propulsive but tighter than either. Billy Riley, "Red Hot" Classic call-and-response, redneck one-upmanship in the best possible sense, clean like New Orleans R&B and enhanced with party clapping. Sonny Burgess, "Red Headed Woman" Sonny was one of those crazies that seemed
to be attracted to Sun Records, almost too raucous for Sun, rockabilly, or his own good. Charlie Feathers, "One Hand Loose" His groove was less frenetic than some, but Feathers' endlessly expressive and extremely Southern vocal style was a major influence on punkabilly. Warren Smith, "Ubangi Stomp" A travelogue of tribal mayhem and an
announcement that rock was bound to take over the world.
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